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Disentangling the compact city drivers and pressures: Barcelona as a case study

Marco Adelﬁo, Jaan-Henrik Kain, Liane Thuvander & Jenny Stenberg

Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering, Chalmers University of Technology, SE-412 96, Gothenburg, Sweden

ABSTRACT

The compact city is globally acknowledged as the most adequate urban model to encourage sustainable urban development. Its validity is often assumed, despite the lack of clarity on what such compactness entails. The knowledge gap is even wider regarding how different drivers and pressures inﬂuence the development of more compact cities. Therefore, the authors analyse indirect and underlying processes (drivers) and more direct events, actions, and processes (pressures) affecting compact city development. Since compact city driving forces are extensively inﬂuenced by local situations, their research focused on district-level case studies within the compact city of Barcelona Municipality. Mixed methods were used, and the authors used both qualitative and quantitative data. The results revealed that drivers and pressures can both support and counteract compact city qualities and therefore any intervention has to be tailored to local conditions. In particular, the results of the in-depth analysis of local pressures and their progression over time foster an understanding of context-related nuances, thereby shifting attention from taken-for-granted compact city qualities to the driving forces that produce beneﬁcial compactness. The authors conclude that the diversity of drivers and pressures requires the involvement of a multiplicity of stakeholders and actors in urban planning, implementation, and management.

Introduction

The concept of the compact city is globally acknowledged in both research and policy as the preferred urban pattern to be applied to present and future cities (EU 2007; European Commission 2011; Hofstad 2012; UN-Habitat 2012). Nevertheless, the concept is too often taken for granted and its deﬁnition remains unclear and non-uniform (Churchman 1999; Burton 2002; Neuman 2005). This not only affects the understanding of compact city qualities (Boyko & Cooper 2011), but also becomes even more signiﬁcant when the different driving forces behind compact city development are examined (Holman et al. 2015). In response to this vagueness, in this paper we explore urban driving forces, divided into indirect/underlying processes (drivers) and more direct events, actions, and processes (pressures), and their diverse consequences for compact city development. Despite previous research on development drivers (Christiansen & Loftsgarden 2011; Zondag & Borsboom n.d.), it remains uncertain how such drivers impinge on compact cities, and what degree of inﬂuence and types of pressure they exert. Therefore, the objectives of this paper are:

1. To identify drivers that indirectly encourage compact city patterns
2. To understand how such drivers are linked to pressures with a direct inﬂuence on such urban development.

In relation to the extensive debate on the pros and cons of compact cities (Neuman 2005; Boyko & Cooper 2011; Holman et al. 2015), and since the focus is on urban driving forces not urban qualities, we assume that compact city development is mainly beneﬁcial but we acknowledge that there are also many problematic aspects.

Literature review

From its origins, the compact city as a concept has been referred to as an ideal model of city (Dantzig & Saaty 1973). It has become an established concept through an
extensive body of scientific literature (Jenks et al. 1996; Churchman 1999; Dieleman & Wegener 2004; Boyko & Cooper 2011; Westerink et al. 2013) and there is a clear predominance of positive views on the compact city (Moliní & Salgado 2012). According to Hofstad (2012, 2), the compact city has ‘emerged as the preferred response to the goal of sustainable development’ in recent decades. Still, the features of a compact city are not univocally defined in the literature (Neuman 2005). In this paper, we adopt a wide understanding of urban compactness, in which intensity and diversity in land use and functions are seen potentially to lead to improved mobility, resource use, social equity, social diversity, economy, and green spaces (Boyko & Cooper 2011).

By contrast, the academic literature on compact city driving forces is relatively limited. Although there are articles on driving forces leading to urban sprawl (e.g. Salvati & Sabbì 2014; Marraccini et al. 2015), the literature on driving forces linked to urban compactness is scarce. Furthermore, driving forces are typically discussed in quite general and unspecific terms referring to macro-scale processes, such as urbanization pressures, climate and climate change, energy scarcity, economic growth, and growing or declining populations (OECD 2012; Li et al. 2017; Pili et al. 2017). The compact city is thus typically idealized and dogmatized (Holman et al. 2015), but without exploring the driving forces supporting its implementation. Such idealization is also favoured by the fact that the concept is heavily endorsed by international institutions such as the UN, the EU, and the OECD, all of which promote compact city policies (European Commission 2011; OECD 2012; UN-Habitat 2012).

However, some authors adopt a more explicit city-scale perspective to analyse compact city driving forces. Metzger et al. (2015) highlight that such forces are exerted by the public administrative sector and by the private entrepreneurial field. At the institutional level, local politicians are considered the most relevant driving force, for two reasons. First, local politicians aspire to obtain tax revenues from a creative class that is searching for ‘a vibrant city life of small shops and cafés’ (Tunström & Bradley 2015, 82). Second, they associate the efficiency of concentrated infrastructure with economies of scale. This institutional perspective on compact city driving forces is shared by Dijkink & Knippenberg (2001), who highlight the role of Dutch institutions in promoting compact city policies to limit welfare-state expenditures by creating a mix of welfare state cities and entrepreneurial cities. Metzger et al. (2015) consider that the main driving force in the private sector is developers, who are willing to maximize their profits by constructing high-rise and dense buildings in attractive areas. This understanding is shared by Brueckner (2011).

The above-mentioned perspective mainly relates to the supply side, represented by institutions and developers. However, an important feature of urban driving forces is that they act from both the supply and demand sides, sometimes simultaneously (Gray 2007). From the demand perspective, Vilà (2014) examines the role of neighbourhood associations in promoting social equity in Barcelona, and Barrios & Rodríguez (2008) explore home buyers’ preferences for multifamily dwellings in Spanish large cities. Walks (2015) connects compact city development with gentrification and considers affluent populations as a key driving force. By outcompeting other social tiers, the demand of the high-income population for central locations contributes not only to densification, but also to the privatization of such areas. Morikawa (2011) and Rosenthal & Strange (2004) clearly adopt an economic point of view, in their analyses of the relationship between service industry productivity and urban population density. In this sense, the service industry acts as a compact city driving force by demanding population agglomeration. From an urban green structure position, Artmann (2013) shows how different sociodemographic conditions (population size, household size, living space, population age, and number of private cars) can be linked to soil sealing.

Although above-mentioned examples are relevant and valuable, the current literature on compact city driving forces is not sufficiently consolidated, which led us to formulate the two research questions presented in the Introduction. Since it is not possible to extract a reliable list of the driving forces from the literature, knowledge development needs to be supported by empirical research based on inductive and pragmatic approaches.

**Analytical framework and research questions**

An analytical framework has been developed with inspiration from the driving forces, pressures, states, impacts, responses (DPSIR) model, that was originally introduced by the European Environment Agency (European Environment Agency 1999) and is a causal chain model inspired by earlier similar models used by, for example, the OECD (Hammond et al. 1995) and the United Nations (UN 1996). Although DPSIR has not been exempt from criticism (Niemeijer & De Groot 2008), it has been found useful for exploring causal relationships between driving forces and land use change (Tscherning et al. 2012). Since land use change is a core
issue in compact city development, the DPSIR model provides a sound basis for structuring the wide array of driving forces as dynamic drivers and pressures that impact on static compact city qualities. This is vital in order to avoid ending up with a set of non-specific driving forces, as has often been the case in previous studies.

The analytical efforts presented in this paper focus on the drivers and pressures in the DPSIR model. Since the focus of the study is not on compact city qualities – the states and impacts in the DPSIR model – the drivers and pressures are merely linked indirectly to compact city qualities in the form of a rationale (Table 1). The responses of the DPSIR model are not applied to the analysis.

Taking into account the diversity of definitions of the term ‘driving forces’ in literature citing the DPSIR model (European Environment Agency 1999; Dávila Cabanillas 2007; Kristensen n.d.), the most suitable definition for our research is the one adopted by the United Nations, which considers drivers are ‘indirect’ or ‘underlying’ driving forces related ‘to fundamental processes in society’ (United Nations Environment Programme 2007, 22), whereas pressures are referred to as more direct and therefore have more tangible impacts (UN 2014). Applied in this way, the analytical framework is consistent with the objectives of this paper, as it allows us to respond to the following research questions:

1. Which drivers affect compact city development?
2. Which associated pressures affect compact city development?

By adding yet another analytical element, namely Cronshaw & McCullock’s (2008) interpretation of Kurt Lewin’s force-field analysis, it becomes possible to identify the most important features of driving forces – their performance over time. In turn, the latter can be used to support the analysis of a second set of research questions:

1. What has been the recent evolution of the drivers and pressures?
2. What are the desired future trends in drivers and pressures?

Cronshaw & McCullock (2008, 90) emphasize how Lewin refers to driving forces as a ‘dynamic concept’ causing ‘change over time’ (without citing a reference), and they state that such forces ‘could not be measured directly but must be inferred indirectly from the observable facts’ (Cronshaw & McCullock 2008, 101). Hence, dynamism, indirectness, and induction may be considered as important elements linked to the understanding of driving forces.

**Methods**

Drawing on the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) (United Nations Environment Programme 2007) and Cronshaw & McCullock (2008), the indirect character of driving forces requires a localized and inductive case study approach to allow for collection of data and analysis. The local scale plays an essential role, for two reasons. First, the insufficient depth of literature on compact city driving forces hinders the extraction of drivers and pressures from literature by means of a deductive or theoretical process. Second, our literature review shows that local contexts have a remarkable influence on drivers and pressures. In consequence, if a list of drivers and pressures were constructed on the basis of papers in which a partial perspective on specific issues is adopted. Therefore, inductive analysis and extraction of concepts from local case studies is fundamental. Understanding compact city drivers and pressures from empirical case study provides a higher degree of solidity and consistency, thereby acknowledging that using the same research process with reference to a different context could provide a different result.

**Methodological steps**

Since local contexts can be expected to present specific types of drivers and pressures, the overall approach was inductive and based on interviews. Based on the premise described above, consistency was prioritized over universalization, and the research structure and methodological steps were defined with this in mind (Fig. 1). The initial steps comprised the review of the literature (the state-of-the-art literature on compact city driving forces leading to limits and scope of research), development of the analytical framework, and definition of method. As a next step, Barcelona, a prototype of the European Mediterranean compact city, was identified as a case study, following the rationale explained in the next subsection (‘Barcelona as a case study’). The analysis of the case material was divided into four parts, respectively linked to the four research questions: (1) content analysis of interviews, which led to a list of drivers; (2) identification of pressures; (3) analysis of the recent evolution of drivers and pressures based on statistical data;
Table 1. Links between drivers and pressures relating to Barcelona as a compact city, formulated as dynamic quantitative proxy indicators capturing evolution over time, with the rationale for a respective pressure provided in terms of effects on compact city development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drivers</th>
<th>Pressures (captured as the evolution of quantitative proxy indicators displayed below)</th>
<th>Rationale in relation to compact city qualities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social culture</td>
<td>Diversification of ethnic groups (entropy index)</td>
<td>Ethnic/social diversity is an expected compact city (CC)* quality (Jenks et al. 1996; Saaty 2013).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gentrification (income index with Barcelona base value = 100)</td>
<td>Gentrification influences social equity, which is an expected CC quality (Burton 2000).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Municipal assistance in activities organized by local-level civic centres (no. of occurrences)</td>
<td>Affects social participation and involvement; CC is expected to lead to social activity and interaction (Rani 2015).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Citizen complaints per district of residence to the Oficina de Información al Consumidor (municipal office for consumer demands) (% of total complaints in Barcelona)</td>
<td>Citizen complaints constitute one driving force for increased social justice, which is an expected CC quality (Oelofse 2003).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Price diversification (standard deviation for second-hand housing price within districts)</td>
<td>Price diversity favours social equity, which is a claimed CC quality (Burton 2000).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban planning and policy</td>
<td>Increase/decrease in pedestrian priority areas (ha)</td>
<td>Has an effect on pedestrian-friendly urban spaces, which is an expected CC quality (OECD 2012).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market economy</td>
<td>Increase/decrease of green area/inhabitant (m²/capita)</td>
<td>The size of green spaces is a critical CC quality linked to environmental sustainability (Tillie et al. 2012).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical settlement processes</td>
<td>Preservation of the historical character of an area, measured as changes in number of dwellings constructed before 1960 (% of all dwellings)</td>
<td>Changes in non-residential use influence economic vitality, which is a CC characteristic (Metzger et al. 2015).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration</td>
<td>Increase/decrease of the share of non-Spanish population (% of all inhabitants)</td>
<td>Historical neighbourhoods are often more compact. European historic centres are associated with a compact city form (Busquets 2005). Historical areas tend to be denser and more diverse (Lim &amp; Kain, 2016).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Immigration rate (immigration-related additions to the census per 1000 inhabitants)</td>
<td>The balance of newly arrived immigrants in relation to existing inhabitants influences cultural and social diversity (Saaty 2013).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diversification in ethnic groups (entropy index)</td>
<td>Affects social diversity, which is an expected CC quality (Jenks et al. 1996).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase/decrease in the rental price for retail space (EUR/m² per month)</td>
<td>Has an influence on retail rents, whereby relatively low rents favour businesses run by immigrants (according to the interviewees) and thus contributes to social diversity, which is a CC quality (Saaty 2013).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture and heritage</td>
<td>Increase/decrease in the number of restored facades</td>
<td>Affects maintenance of cultural heritage, which is considered a CC value (UNESCO 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ageing population</td>
<td>Changes in age distribution, measured as an ageing index (population aged &gt; 65 years/population aged 0–15 years) x100</td>
<td>An ageing population requires walking distances to facilities, which is a CC quality (OECD 2012).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education as an integrative process, measured as the increase/decrease in the share of non-Spanish children in pre-school (% of all pre-school children)</td>
<td>Affects social integration, which is a desired CC quality (Oelofse 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental considerations/risks</td>
<td>Changes in domestic water consumption (litres per capita)</td>
<td>Reduction in resources consumption is expected in a CC (Jenks et al. 1996).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic crisis</td>
<td>Increase/decrease in the rental price for retail space (EUR/m² per month)</td>
<td>Decrease in rental price may lead to the following CC qualities: social equity (Burton 2000) and diversification of activities (Jenks et al. 1996).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase/decrease in second-hand housing price (EUR/m²)</td>
<td>Decrease in housing prices may lead to social diversity and social equity – both of which are CC qualities (Burton 2000; Saaty 2013) – through increased affordability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase/decrease in family income (income index – Barcelona base value = 100)</td>
<td>Increased family incomes may lead to social diversity and social equity – both of which are CC qualities (Burton 2000; Saaty 2013) – through increased affordability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Changes in families’ disposable income, measured as economic effort for housing (newly built dwelling price/family income)</td>
<td>Less economic effort may lead to social diversity and social equity – both of which are CC qualities (Burton 2000; Saaty 2013) – through increased affordability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td>Changes in the volume of tourists (no. of hotel beds)</td>
<td>The presence of tourists is linked to the generation of incomes and improved street cleaning/public spaces, according to the interviewees. The OECD (2015) argues that tourism may be associated with an attractive mixed-use compact development.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *CC – compact city

and (4) analysis of the desired future trends of drivers and pressures.

**Barcelona as a case study**

Barcelona is considered a typical example of a European Mediterranean city historically associated with a compact urban development (Busquets 2005). The exemplary character of Barcelona planning within the compact city debate is evident. For example, Bohigas (2005) (cited by Capel 2006, 1, translation from Spanish) has identified the principal strengths of the Barcelona planning model as the ‘reconstruction of the city instead of its expansion’
and its ‘compactness and urban continuity opposed to suburbanization’ (our translation). However, such ideas refer to Barcelona Municipality, since at the metropolitan scale Barcelona has clearly been affected by urban sprawl (Muñoz 2004; Garcia-López & Muñiz Olivera 2007) undermining its reputation as a compact city.

With regard to different scales and types of planning (e.g. metropolitan or strategic planning), the Barcelona model has been embroiled in a critical discussion concerning its validity (Marshall 2000). Since the purpose of this article is to avoid general and unspecific perceptions of urban driving forces, the local scale is both crucial and ideal. Dempsey & Jenks (2010, 120) argue that ‘discussions of the compact city may no longer be appropriate’ and instead focus on a ‘city of compact neighbourhoods’. We focus on three districts in Barcelona Municipality, which in different ways represent Barcelona as a compact city: Ciutat Vella, the historical dense city centre; Les Corts, an ordinary part of the city that was densified mainly during the second half of the 20th century; and Sant Martí, which is currently being reconstructed and densified as part of Barcelona’s rebirth as smart city based on the knowledge economy (Fig. 2).

The selected cases were not intended to be exhaustive but to provide diversified local-based insights into a complex phenomenon. The case districts served two main purposes in relation to the research design. First, during the interviews, referring to specific localities was helpful for ensuring that the conversations were more directed and specific; some of the interviewees were linked to one of the case areas in different ways. Second, the analysis of both the recent evolution and desired trends in compact city pressures (i.e. in the value of the proxy indicators) in three different districts facilitated an understanding of how drivers are manifested differently in different localities within the same city.

Ciutat Vella, the oldest part of Barcelona, has been characterized by a degraded housing stock for many decades. In the 1990s, it accommodated a wave of immigrants, attracted by low rents paid for abandoned or soon-to-be demolished flats. As highlighted by Scarnato (2006, 170) ‘between 1988 and 2002, 2,147 [2147] buildings of Ciutat Vella have been rehabilitated (49%) while less than 500 have been destroyed in order to give to the district around 10 ha of free public space’. However, the demolition work generated strong protests and community struggles, with the area of Forat de la Vergonya as a symbol of civil resistance against speculation and top-down decision-making processes (Anguelovski 2014). Due to its historically dense and mixed-use character,
we considered Ciutat Vella a perfect case study for compact city analysis.

Les Corts, in the north-west part of Barcelona Municipality, was originally a separate village (Ajuntament de Barcelona 2000), but was later incorporated into the municipality, and as a result its mixed-use character was preserved in the old part of the city and its surroundings. Beside its historical nucleus Les Corts, the district includes the high-income neighbourhood of Pedralbes and the Barcelona football stadium Camp Nou, and it is adjacent to the lower middle-class neighbourhood of Sants in Sant-Montjuïc District (Moreno 1993). Despite its reputation as an expensive area, Les Corts maintains a certain mix in terms of housing and population.

The district of Sant Martí contains historical areas, such as the Poble Nou housing neighbourhood and the industrial area 22@Barcelona, ‘Catalan Manchester’, which is undergoing conversion to a mixed-use technological district (Ajuntament de Barcelona 2011). The redevelopment of the 22@ area is a symbol of Barcelona’s branding as ‘smart city’ and an example of the clustering of advanced information and communications technology (ICT) companies and the promotion of an urban knowledge economy (Muñiz & Garcia-López 2010). However, as a result of the economic crisis in Spain, the development process has slowed down, potentially to the benefit of a more mixed and inclusive urban environment.

Interviews

The case study research started with a series of interviews to collect data to facilitate the extraction of a list of compact city drivers (indirect and/or underlying processes)
Types of drivers linked to compact city development. The analysis of collected data

The rich material from the interviews and identify di

sis of the collected interview material.

4. In case any quality is missing, how can you obtain it

3. Why do the actors perform such actions? (reason

2. Which subjects and/or actors act and/or interact to

1. How can you obtain (or have obtained) compact city

Additionally, the frequency with which different drivers were mentioned was noted, based on whether they were talked about in an interview (i.e. not by counting how many times they were mentioned within one interview). However, since that part of the study was qualitative and not grounded in statistics, all mentioned drivers were included in the subsequent analysis, regardless of their frequency.

As a second analytical step, two lists of pressures (more direct events, actions, and processes) were developed. Further content analysis and coding of the interviews revealed a list of more than 150 pressures described in a qualitative manner, but these are not discussed further in this paper, since many of them would be difficult to measure statistically and thus less useful for the purpose of the paper. However, they deserve to be analysed in depth and be presented in another paper. The focus of this paper is instead on a second list of pressures derived from the list of drivers, including particularly relevant issues found in the first list of qualitative pressures, but here defined in quantitative terms.

As the second list of pressures is quantifiable, it can also be seen as a list of proxy indicators for different types of drivers – indicators that may measure direct events, actions, or processes resulting from the more indirect drivers. The list of quantitative pressures (or indicators) was defined according to principles of measurability, the availability of data, and the usefulness of the data for capturing the pressures on Barcelona as a compact city through statistical parameters. They were also linked to purported compact city qualities (Table 1). Considering the complexity of the compact city concept, the definition of which is ambiguous, the list was not intended to be exhaustive but rather to explore issues emerging from the inductive analytical process.

The third step in the analysis was to establish the recent evolution of drivers and pressures based on the collected statistical data. A starting year was determined for each indicator, which varied from one indicator to another, given that data were only available for specific time series (Table 3). Despite the different time series available for the selected indicators, having a starting year was key for understanding the conditions, already in place, in which the pressures act. Statistical data were then used to map the evolution of pressure, and implicitly the evolution of the driver (Tables 4 and 5). The data were accessed from various Internet sources provided by Barcelona Municipality, with the exception of water consumption data that were provided by the Fundación Aquae.

Since the metrics for different indicators did not use the same units, each quantitative value was translated

Table 2. Profiles of interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main category</th>
<th>Subcategory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social sector</td>
<td>Residents and neighbourhood associations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Civil and social movements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NGOs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional sector</td>
<td>Planning officers (technicians)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Architects and planners working in public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Managers of public administration sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>departments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning professional</td>
<td>Managers of public agencies or foundations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sector</td>
<td>Planning consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic sector</td>
<td>Architects (private practice)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Representative of association of entrepreneurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local business and shop managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research and academic</td>
<td>Researchers and experts on case studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

from the qualitative information. In total, 26 in-depth, semi-structured interviews were held with local stakeholders who had different profiles (Table 2). The interviews were held in Barcelona between September 2014 and February 2016. The interviewees were selected to cover a diverse range of categories of urban actors in the social, institutional, professional, economic and academic sectors. They functioned as knowledgeable participants who had observed and experienced their city as a compact city for a long time, and they were asked to reflect on drivers and pressures based on those observations and experiences. The interviews were carried out in locations convenient for the interviewees, for example in their office, in their home, or in a public venue. Each interview took between 30 minutes and 1.5 hours.

The interviewees were briefly provided with a definition of the compact city and were then asked the following questions, which were designed to approach the topic of drivers and pressures from multiple angles:

1. How can you obtain (or have obtained) compact city qualities? (actions)
2. Which subjects and/or actors act and/or interact to obtain such qualities? (actors)
3. Why do the actors perform such actions? (reason and/or motivation)
4. In case any quality is missing, how can you obtain it and what actors should intervene?

The interviews were recorded to enable precise analysis of the collected interview material.

Analysis of collected data

The first step in the analysis of the collected data was to code the rich material from the interviews and identify different types of drivers linked to compact city development.
### Table 3. Proxy indicators as quartiles at the starting year for the three districts, including evaluation of the situation at the starting year (Q1 = low, Q2 = medium low, Q3 = medium high, Q4 = high. Evaluation: positive ++, rather positive +, rather negative -, and negative ––)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drivers</th>
<th>Pressures (quantitative proxy indicators)</th>
<th>Initial year</th>
<th>Ciutat Vella</th>
<th>Les Corts</th>
<th>Sant Martí</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social culture</td>
<td>Entropy index</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Q4 ++</td>
<td>Q1 --</td>
<td>Q2 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Income index (as a gentrification measure) – Barcelona = 100</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Q1 --</td>
<td>Q4 --</td>
<td>Q3 ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assistance in activities organized by local-level civic centres</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Q4 ++</td>
<td>Q3 +</td>
<td>Q4 ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% of citizen complaints per district of residence</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Q2 +</td>
<td>Q2 +</td>
<td>Q4 ––</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard deviation in second-hand housing price within districts (price diversity)</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Q2 -</td>
<td>Q4 ++</td>
<td>Q3 +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban planning and policy</td>
<td>Pedestrian priority areas (ha)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Q4 ++</td>
<td>Q1 --</td>
<td>Q3 +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Green areas/inhabitant (m²)</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Q2 -</td>
<td>Q2 ++</td>
<td>Q4 ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market economy</td>
<td>Economic activity (m²)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Q3 +</td>
<td>Q2 -</td>
<td>Q4 ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical settlement processes</td>
<td>Dwellings built before 1960/total number of dwellings (%)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Q4 ++</td>
<td>Q1 --</td>
<td>Q2 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration</td>
<td>Non-Spanish population (%)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Q4 ––</td>
<td>Q1 ––</td>
<td>Q3 +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Immigration rate (immigrants per 1000 inhabitants)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Q4 --</td>
<td>Q3 ++</td>
<td>Q2 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Entropy index (min = 0; max = 1)</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Q4 ++</td>
<td>Q1 --</td>
<td>Q2 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retail rental price (EUR/m² per month)</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Q4 --</td>
<td>Q3 ++</td>
<td>Q2 +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture and heritage</td>
<td>Number of restored facades (Barcelona posa’t guapa)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Q1 --</td>
<td>Q1 --</td>
<td>Q3 +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ageing population</td>
<td>Ageing index (population aged &gt; 65 years/population aged 0–15 years) × 100</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Q1 --</td>
<td>Q4 --</td>
<td>Q1 --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Non-Spanish children in pre-school (%)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Q4 --</td>
<td>Q1 --</td>
<td>Q3 ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental considerations/risks</td>
<td>Water domestic consumption (litres per capita)</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Q1 ++</td>
<td>Q4 --</td>
<td>Q2 +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic crisis</td>
<td>Retail rental price (EUR/m² per month)</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Q4 --</td>
<td>Q3 ++</td>
<td>Q2 +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Second-hand housing price (EUR/m²)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Q2 -</td>
<td>Q4 ––</td>
<td>Q3 +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Income index – Barcelona = 100</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Q1 --</td>
<td>Q4 ––</td>
<td>Q3 ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Economic effort (dwelling price/family income)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Q4 ––</td>
<td>Q4 ––</td>
<td>Q3 ––</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td>Number of hotel beds</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Q4 --</td>
<td>Q3 -</td>
<td>Q4 ––</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

into quartiles to place all indicators on a comparable scale regarding their starting values and evolution. The quartiles indicated the relative high or low positioning of a given indicator for a district in relation to all districts in Barcelona. The following codification was used for the classification of indicators values as quartiles: Q1 (low level), Q2 (medium-low level), Q3 (medium-high level), and Q4 (high level). Both a low level and a high level can be either positive or negative, depending on the positive (e.g. green areas per inhabitant) or negative indicators.

### Table 4. Evolution of proxy indicators expressed through quantitative proxy indicators for the three case districts in Barcelona

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drivers</th>
<th>Pressures (quantitative proxy indicators)</th>
<th>Time period (unit, calculation method)</th>
<th>Ciutat Vella</th>
<th>Les Corts</th>
<th>Sant Martí</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social culture</td>
<td>Entropy index</td>
<td>2004-2014 (Diff.)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Income index</td>
<td>2010-2013 (% Var.)</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>−0.28</td>
<td>−1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assistance in activities organised by local-level civic centres</td>
<td>2014-2015 (% Var.)</td>
<td>−22.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>50.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Citizen complaints per district of residence (%)</td>
<td>2011-2015 (Diff.)</td>
<td>−0.5</td>
<td>−0.8</td>
<td>−0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard deviation in second-hand housing price within districts</td>
<td>2011-2015 (% Var.)</td>
<td>58.42</td>
<td>13.62</td>
<td>83.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban planning and policy</td>
<td>Pedestrian priority areas (ha)</td>
<td>2010-2014 (% Var.)</td>
<td>18.45</td>
<td>13.64</td>
<td>27.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Green areas/inhabitant (m²)</td>
<td>2010-2014 (% Var.)</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>6.59</td>
<td>2.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market economy</td>
<td>Economic activity (m²)</td>
<td>2010-2014 (% Var.)</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>5.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical settlement processes</td>
<td>Dwellings built before 1960/total number of dwellings (%)</td>
<td>2011-2015 (Diff.)</td>
<td>−1.5</td>
<td>−1.1</td>
<td>−1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration</td>
<td>Foreigners (%)</td>
<td>2010-2014 (Diff.)</td>
<td>−1.9</td>
<td>−0.3</td>
<td>−0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Immigration rate</td>
<td>2010-2014 (Diff.)</td>
<td>−14.9</td>
<td>−4.9</td>
<td>−6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Entropy index</td>
<td>2004-2014 (Diff.)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retail rental price</td>
<td>2007-2011 (% Var.)</td>
<td>−16</td>
<td>−12</td>
<td>−22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of restored facades</td>
<td>Sum 2010-2014</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture and heritage</td>
<td>Ageing index</td>
<td>2010-2014 (Diff.)</td>
<td>−10.56</td>
<td>12.48</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ageing population</td>
<td>Foreigners in pre-school (%)</td>
<td>2010-2014 (Diff.)</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Water domestic consumption</td>
<td>2007-2012 (% Var.)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>−8.2</td>
<td>−6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental considerations/risks</td>
<td>Retail rental price (EUR/m² per month)</td>
<td>2007-2011 (% Var.)</td>
<td>−16</td>
<td>−12</td>
<td>−22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Second-hand housing price (EUR/m²)</td>
<td>2010-2014 (% Var.)</td>
<td>−2.19</td>
<td>−15.04</td>
<td>−11.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Income index</td>
<td>2010-2013 (% Var.)</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>−0.28</td>
<td>−1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Economic effort</td>
<td>2010-2013 (% Var.)</td>
<td>−7.25</td>
<td>−66.04</td>
<td>−9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td>Number of hotel beds</td>
<td>2010-2014 (% Var.)</td>
<td>9.85</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>18.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
negative (e.g. water consumption) significance of each indicator.

The fourth and final analytical step was aimed at exploring the desired trend of each quantitative indicator, taking into account the dynamic character of drivers and pressures. By comparing the initial value of indicators with their evolution, it became possible to provide recommendations for the future desirable trend of indicators (increasing, decreasing, or stabilizing) (Table 5). The desired trend depended on the initial status and evolution of each indicator in relation to the aspired compact city development.

Since this perspective was an integral part of the analysis of gathered material, the approach is described in more detail in the subsection 'Initial situation of compact city pressures and drivers'.

**Empirical results and analysis**

**Qualitative study: indirect drivers affecting compact city development**

The content analysis of the interviews provided the following categories of drivers, which the interviewees regarded as having positive consequences on the creation of Barcelona as a compact city: social culture; urban planning and policy; market economy; historical settlement processes; immigration; technology and economy of innovation; culture and heritage; ageing population; education; and environmental considerations and risks.

The first two categories (social culture and urban planning and policy) were the most frequently mentioned categories in the interviews (22 and 18 times respectively), while the last category (environmental considerations and risks) was only mentioned once. Furthermore, economic crisis and tourism were considered as drivers having both positive and negative effects on the compact city. However, we decided to include them in our driving force analysis, despite acknowledging their ambivalent value. One of the mentioned drivers – technology and economy of innovation – was later omitted from the quantitative analysis because no up-to-date and reliable quantitative indicators were found.

**Quantitative study: direct and locally specific pressures affecting compact city development**

The second part of the analysis resulted in a list of dynamic pressures that can be expressed as the evolution of quantitative proxy indicators and for which useful data were available (Table 1). The analysis focused specifically on the drivers list derived from the interviews (see the preceding subsection) in the sense that each pressure or indicator is linked to a specific driver. The rationale for each indicator in relation to its effect on compact city development is described in Table 1.

**Initial situation of compact city pressures and drivers**

The first step of the third analytical effort was the establishment of an initial situation in a given year, described using quartiles (explained in the subsection 'Analysis of collected data'), as well as an evaluation of whether that situation was positive or negative in relation to the
rationale described in Table 1. A summary of the data and evaluation of each indicator is presented in Table 3, which shows how the pressures, and implicitly the drivers, affect the three case districts. In the following subsections 'Social culture' to 'Tourism', which contain detailed descriptions of how the pressures and indicators link to the drivers, the value of the indicators is primarily described using quartiles (as explained in the subsection ‘Analysis of collected data’), and only showing numeric values where needed for clarity.

Social culture
Social culture is a multifaceted driver, represented by proxy indicators connected to concepts of diversity, wealth, gentrification, and social participation or demand. Ethnic diversity was measured through an entropy index used for identifying spatial units that are completely homogenous (inhabited by only one population group, $H^2 = 0$) or maximally diversified (all population groups are equal in size, $H^2 = 1$) (Apparicio et al. 2014, 3), where $H^2$ denotes the entropy index in the article by Apparicio et al. Within the three case districts, the initial value of this index, measured in 2004, was relatively low, especially in Les Corts (0.11; Q 1) (see Table 3 for quartiles for all indicators) and Sant Martí (0.12; Q2). Ciutat Vella had a higher degree of diversification (0.38; Q4), which probably stemmed from its historical character, central localization, and tradition of hosting immigrants.

Wealth was measured through an income index, which measured the average disposable income per capita within households. Such an index is not merely a wealth indicator as it also tracks signs of gentrification when analysed over time. In our study, it was compared with the value for the entire municipality of Barcelona (Barcelona base value = 100). In 2010, two of the three districts, Ciutat Vella (75.2; Q1) and Sant Martí (85.4; Q3) were below the municipal value, while Les Corts, traditionally inhabited by the upper middle class, had a much higher value (140.7; Q4).

Social participation and demand was explored by means of municipal assistance in activities organized by local civic centres, for which data were available from 2014, as well as the district’s percentage of citizen complaints to the municipal government, with the starting year 2011. The former appears to have been relatively high in all three districts, especially in Ciutat Vella and Sant Martí (Q4), and to a lesser extent in Les Corts (Q3). By contrast, the district’s percentage of citizen complaints to the municipal government had a Q4 value in Sant Martí (14.1% of total complaints in Barcelona) and lower levels (Q2) in Ciutat Vella and Les Corts. Although social complaints may be perceived as a sign of problematic situations, they may also generate a positive outcome, in accordance with Vilà (2014), who underlines the role of community action in shaping Barcelona’s neighbourhoods and improving its quality of life.

Social diversity was represented through the entropy index and the standard deviation (a measure of dispersal within a distribution) of purchasing prices for second-hand housing within the districts, thus excluding new constructions. Such standard deviations in second-hand housing prices within districts constitute another social diversity indicator (data available from 2011), and in this regard Les Corts remained in the top quartile (Q4), since the district had a mix of middle-class apartments with luxury single-family homes (in the Pedralbes neighbourhood) and comparatively lower middle-class housing close to Sants, the working-class neighbourhood around Barcelona’s main train station. Sant Martí, too, was relatively highly ranked in the quartile distribution (Q3), while Ciutat Vella was positioned within the second quartile Q2.

Urban planning and policy
Among urban planning and policy indicators, the most representative indicators at district level were the presence of pedestrian priority areas and the availability of green areas ($m^2$) per inhabitant. Walkability is a desired characteristic of the compact city (Talen & Koschinsky 2013). There were more pedestrian-friendly areas in Ciutat Vella (Q4, year 2010), as is common in historical centres, than in Les Corts (Q3) and Sant Martí (Q1). As expected, the historical centre had a medium-low (Q2, year 2010) level of green areas per inhabitant, while both Les Corts and Sant Martí had a relatively high level (Q4).

Market economy
Market economy was analysed through the floor area of economic activities in 2010. For historical reasons, having an industrial past and a technologically oriented present, Sant Martí was positioned in the top quartile (Q4), while Ciutat Vella and Les Corts had Q3 and Q2 values, respectively.

Historical settlement processes
From the interviews, it became apparent that the implementation of the compact city ideal might be easier in older urban areas than in newer ones, since cities were compact and dense historically. Also, historical areas tend to be more dense and diverse as a result of their emergent character (Lim & Kain 2016). For our case districts, statistics at the district level showed the percentage of dwellings built before 1960 and still existing in 2010. Ciutat Vella included a very high percentage of such dwellings (84.4%; Q4), while for Sant Martí the
corresponding figure was 27.9% (Q2), affected by its more industrial and less residential tradition as well as transition to brownfield sites. Les Corts was within the bottom quartile (18.7%, Q1), due to its more recent history, with the exception of its small historical nucleus.

**Immigration**

Immigration was examined through the percentage of the non-Spanish population in each district, the immigration rate, the entropy index (already mentioned for *driving force* above and therefore omitted here), and the rental price for retail space. The latter was selected because the interviewees highlighted how immigrants took over a part of the local retail trade during the economic crisis, taking advantage of the opportunity to rent retail spaces at relatively low prices. As expected, the percentage of non-Spanish population in the starting year 2010 was much higher in Ciutat Vella (40.5%; Q4) than in Les Corts (11.1%; Q1) and Sant Martí (15.2%; Q3). The immigration rate, seen as the increase in population resulting from immigration, clearly related to the percentage of foreigners and confirmed our expectations for Ciutat Vella (Q4 in 2010) but not for Les Corts (Q3) and Sant Martí (Q2). The rental price for retail space (EUR per m²) was selected from 2007 as the initial year to obtain a five-year evolution of this indicator because prices for very recent years were not available. With regard to this indicator, the historical centre of Ciutat Vella, with a high tourism appeal, remained in quartile Q4, the upper middle class district of Les Corts in Q3, and the multifaceted Sant Martí, with the old Poble Nou neighbourhood and the recently renewed 22@ area, in Q2.

**Culture and heritage**

Culture and heritage are extremely complex urban issues. Since regeneration and renewal were underlined as prominent aspects in the interviews, the selected proxy indicator was related to the municipal programme ‘Barcelona posa’guapa’ ('Barcelona become beautiful') leading to the restoration of several building facades. Interestingly, among the three districts, Sant Martí had the highest number of restored facades in 2010 (24; Q3) compared with Ciutat Vella (16; Q1) and Les Corts (13; Q1). However, it should be borne in mind that the renewal process in the historical centre started much earlier than in Sant Martí (Scarnato 2006) and that this indicator only pertained to a specific public-led programme.

**Ageing population**

Ageing populations are a global phenomenon and they require ‘access to local services without the need of a car’ (OECD 2012, 43). From this perspective, ‘compact cities ideas … provide the promise of an approach for making cities more liveable for an ageing population’ (Sorensen 2010, 129). The ageing index, measured for year 2010 as the number of persons over the age of 65 years per 100 persons under the age of 15 years, showed a clear contrast between Les Corts (Q4) and the other two case districts, both of which were in the lowest quartile (Q1).

**Education**

From the interviews, education emerged as a key factor for social integration. At the early educational stages (i.e. pre-school) integration is usually easier: ‘facilitating social participation in preschool is a little easier than it is in elementary schools because teachers are less bound by mandatory curricula’ (Ramsey 2015, 158). The percentage of foreigners in pre-school in 2010 was quite significant in Ciutat Vella (30.9%; Q4), and much less significant in Les Corts (3.1%; Q1) and Sant Martí (6.4%; Q3).

**Environmental considerations and risks**

Shortage of environmental resources, such as water and oil, was identified in the interviews as a driver for change that reorients the attitudes of citizens towards a more responsible use of them. Previous research by Domene et al. (2005) showed the critical importance of the sustainable use of water in the metropolitan area of Barcelona (Àrea Metropolitana de Barcelona). For our study, the only available data at the district scale was domestic water consumption in terms of litres per capita, measured from 2007 onwards. Ciutat Vella had a relatively low level of consumption (interval Q1 of the quartile distribution), while the other two districts both had higher levels of consumption: Les Corts (Q4) consumed even more than Sant Martí (Q2).

**Economic crisis**

Despite its ambiguous and often negative connotations, an economic crisis may have positive effects on cities. For instance, it was identified by the interviewees as an element of change that restructured public policies towards a more socially and economically sustainable approach in Barcelona. The interviews also revealed how an economic crisis may lead to housing that is more affordable, to social diversity, and to diversification of activities and retail managers’ profiles (e.g. local retail being sustained by immigrants). Besides the price for retail space and the income index, already discussed above with reference to other drivers, two more indicators were used: second-hand housing prices (EUR per m²) and economic effort (dwelling price related to family income), both examined in 2010.
With regard to the former, Les Corts stood out as one of the most expensive districts (4.91 EUR/m²; Q4) in Barcelona, followed by Sant Martí (3.64 EUR/m²; Q3) and the less expensive Ciutat Vella (3.43 EUR/m²; Q2). The economic effort of households was highest in Les Corts (21.2; Q4), lower but still within the top quartile in Ciutat Vella (13.8; Q4), and medium-high in Sant Martí (12.5; Q3).

Tourism

In Barcelona, tourism has emerged as a problematic issue but also as a phenomenon with positive consequences, such as generating incomes and encouraging street cleaning. In 2010, Ciutat Vella had the highest number of hotel beds (18,575; Q4) of all Barcelona districts. Sant Martí had half the value of Ciutat Vella, but still maintained a high level (9679; Q4), while Les Corts had the lowest value of the three case districts (6022; Q3).

Evaluation of pressures

From the data presented in Table 3, it became possible to evaluate the situation at the starting year for the three case districts. The evaluation took into account that a low or high quartile could be positive or negative, depending on the positive or negative signifi cate of the indicator in relation to the rationales described in Table 1. Comparison of the three districts indicated that Sant Martí had a far better initial situation than Ciutat Vella and Les Corts (Fig. 3).

Evolution of compact city pressures and drivers

Once the situation at the starting year was established for all indicators, the next step was to calculate their evolution and how the evolution leads to desired future trends. All indicators were examined over an ideal period of five years. The evolution of the proxy indicators was calculated in three different ways (Table 4). When the indicator was measured by a percentage (e.g. percentage of foreigners) or per thousand (e.g. immigration rate), the evolution was calculated with a difference of values (Diff.). If the indicator was represented by an absolute value (i.e. m² of economic activity) or a simple ratio (e.g. economic effort), its evolution was calculated through its percentage variation in the specifi ed period. A specifi c case was represented by the number of restored facades, the evolution of which was simply a cumulative sum of restorations because the indicator showed high yearly variations and, for this reason, a five-year difference or percentage vari- nation would not be representative. In some cases, a longer period had to be used in order for the differences to be identified and other cases a shorter period had to be used when data were lacking. Some indicators showed a more substantial variation through the years than did others (Table 4).

The desired future trends in compact city pressures and drivers

Establishing the evolution of the different pressures facilitated our understanding of how the evolution occurred in relation to desired trends. In this regard, desired trends should be seen exclusively as tentative recommendations for the future, not as defi nitive outlooks. The trends were defi ned by taking the following situations into account:

1. In some cases, indicators displayed a positive quality (i.e. in the entropy index, municipal assistance in local activities, pedestrian-priority areas, green areas per inhabitant, square metres of economic activity, percentage of dwellings built before 1960). Therefore, their increase or maintenance at a high level was always desirable.
2. In other cases, the indicators revealed a negative phenomenon (i.e. percentage of citizen complaints
per district, water consumption, economic effort) that needed to be reduced.

3. Since a compact city should be based on a balanced urban model (Jenks et al. 1996), the desired trend aimed to balance the value of the district with the other city districts. For example, income indexes that are too high or too low can be signs of excessive social homogeneity (Taylor & Fry 2012).

4. It may be the case that an excessive or continuous change observed in the evolution of an indicator is not positive. For example, if retail or housing prices continue to decrease, it will not be positive for the economy (Bank for International Settlements 2005), and therefore such trends need to be stopped or inverted.

5. Regarding tourism, the interviewees considered the desired trend as positive for the economy but considered that when it was excessive it impinged on the daily lives of local residents, caused crowding, and resulted in an increase in illegally rented tourist apartments. Therefore, a further increase in the trend would not be accepted by inhabitants.

With the aim of improving the clarity of the findings, the numeric indicator values for the evaluation of the initial situation (Table 3) were converted into shades (Table 5). This analytical approach was built on the comprehensive iconographic matrix of urban indicators developed by Franchini & Dal Cin (2000), and led to the creation of a summarizing table in which the colour gradient ranges from white to dark grey denoted an initial positive, rather positive, rather negative, or negative situation (Table 5). For the evolution of pressures (Table 4), the indicators were represented as arrow symbols, indicating whether the evolution represented an increase, decrease, or unchanging situation (Table 5). The subsequent analysis of desired trends was illustrated in the same way with arrow symbols (Table 5), but in that case recommending whether an increase, decrease, or unchanging trend was preferred. For example, this meant that if the evolution represented an increase, a stable arrow symbol for the desired trend meant that it would be beneficial if the increase levelled off.

In the following subsections, the considerations linked to the elaboration of desired future trends are explained in more detail in relation to each pressure and indicator.

**Social culture**

The entropy index is seen as positive because it is an expression of social diversity in terms of country of origin, not of class. Therefore, it should be kept at high levels, as social diversity is a desired compact city quality (Jenks et al. 1996). In order to avoid social homogenization or segregation, the income index should not have too high or too low district values (Taylor & Fry 2012). However, we do not have sufficient data to confirm social class diversification, therefore this issue needs further research. The level of municipal assistance in local activities should always be aimed at increasing, as a sign of social participation. By contrast, the percentage of citizen complaints, although being an expression of social demand leading to potential improvement in the initial situation, may reflect problematic conditions. Hence, a high percentage of citizen complaints within a district is not positive. Lastly, the standard deviation for second-hand housing prices should be maintained at reasonably high level, to provide a district with different housing options.

**Urban planning and policy**

Both indicators should be kept at a high level for cities such as Barcelona, which are already relatively dense. Barcelona Municipality detected a lack of vacant land in the city but ideally was inclined towards an increase in green areas, if not quantitatively, then at least qualitatively (Barcelona City Council 2013). Such a qualitative dimension would take into account ‘connectivity’ (green corridors), the uniqueness of Barcelona’s green spaces (e.g. façades, rooftops), along with other characteristics typical of urban green spaces’ (Barcelona City Council 2013, 13).

**Market economy**

Following the content analysis of the interviews and supported by literature relating to the concepts of development and vitality (e.g. Zhou 2012), market economy is considered an expression of development and vitality. In relation to the former, the interviewees considered that speculation was a pressure stemming from the market economy driver and leading to building densification. Nevertheless, since the housing market and affordability have been affected by a serious housing market crisis in recent years, such aspects are examined in the subsection ‘Economic crisis’. With regard to vitality, Zhou (2012) argues that economic vitality is an essential component of urban vitality. Nevertheless, compact cities have to avoid single-use developments (i.e. developments exclusively for business use or residential use). Therefore, a reflection on the residential or non-residential orientation of the case districts in Barcelona is worthy of special attention. Data from Barcelona City Council showed that c.50% of cadastral units were used for housing in each of the three districts in 2010 (51.7% in Ciutat Vella; 47.4% in Les Corts; 56.3% in Sant Martí). In order to have a balanced model, economic activity needs to be
maintained at a relatively high level. As the evolution has been positive, the desired trend aims at a situation of stabilization in Ciutat Vella and Sant Martí, both of which were already highly positioned in 2010 (Q3 and Q4), and an increase in Les Corts, which was initially in a medium-low quartile (Q2).

**Historical settlement processes**
According to the interviewees, it was easier to find elements of compact and mixed-use developments in the historical centre than in the non-historical areas of cities such as Barcelona and in areas with a distinctive historical past. The only available indicator in the case is the presence of buildings constructed before 1960. The indicator’s evolution may produce minimum changes, associated with the development of new buildings on vacant land or brownfield sites, but the percentage of old buildings is not likely to decrease significantly. The desired trend is the maintenance of old buildings as a general rule, especially those of historical significance. This process can be directly linked to the indicator used for culture and heritage (i.e. the number of restored facades).

**Immigration**
The achievement of a balanced number (i.e. neither too high nor too low) of immigrants is recommendable. In 2014, the end year of the evolution period related to the percentage of foreign nationals, Ciutat Vella still had a high proportion of immigrants (42.4%), which was triple the average proportion for Barcelona (16.3%). By contrast, the proportions were lower than average for the city in Sant Martí (15.0%) and Les Corts (10.8%). However, evolution of the immigration rate over 5 year was quite different compared with 10 years (Fig. 4), as the most recent years were affected by the Spanish economic crisis. The difference is especially notable in the case of Ciutat Vella. The purpose of this paper is not to establish what might be an optimal share of immigrants, as this would need significant further research. Nevertheless, if social and ethnic diversity are considered qualities of compact cities, social homogenization and segregation should be avoided. Moreover, according to the OECD (2014), the human capital of immigrants exerts a positive influence on economic growth.

The entropy index should ideally be high as a measure of diversification and should be maintained at high levels in the future. According to Fieldhouse & Cutts (2010), although diversity can generate difficulties in sharing social norms, it will eventually have a positive impact on community cohesion. In relation to the rental price of retail space, and considering that relatively low prices have already favoured an increase in shops managed by immigrants in the cast districts of Barcelona, it should probably be maintained as it is because excessively low prices will not be profitable if they have a negative impact on the property industry, banks, and loan concessions (Bank for International Settlements 2005). An exception is Ciutat Vella, where it might be acceptable for exceedingly high rental prices to fall in the future.

**Culture and heritage**
The desired trend for restoring the facades of buildings is linked with ‘historical settlement process’, and therefore the indicator for ‘culture and heritage’ has to be maintained as always positive.

**Ageing population**
According to the OECD (2012), an ageing population is a key trend associated with the need for compact cities, as elderly populations require accessibility to local facilities within walking distance. Nevertheless, the trend also generates problematic effects on municipal revenue,
economic growth, and public spending (OECD 2015), and an excessively or too rapidly ageing population would be difficult to manage. Therefore, a balanced pattern of ages is the desired trend for the future.

**Education**
The goal for non-Spanish children at pre-school is for balanced numbers (i.e. neither too high nor too low), in order to avoid social segregation. While acknowledging that social diversity in pre-schools has a short-term positive impact on cognitive development and a long-term influence on the promotion of social equity (Reid & Kagan 2015), previous research has shown that racial and ethnic diversity should be considered a quality in pre-schools (Reid 2016).

**Environmental considerations and risks**
This is an example of a negative indicator with respect to water consumption and a decrease in the indicator is preferable, unless it is already as low as in Ciutat Vella, where stabilization is desirable to avoid affecting the quality of life of the inhabitants. Although other environmental indicators related to emissions, waste generation, and energy consumption were not available at the district level, we assume that a continuous decrease in emissions, waste generation, and energy consumption is desirable.

**Economic crisis**
Second-hand housing prices decreased during the period 2010–2014, especially in Les Corts (-15%). However, prices may still be too high in that district since, according to more recent statistics (Idealista 2016), prices have recovered (Table 6).

Since the recovery of housing prices can simultaneously be beneficial for the economy and less positive for families, such a trend should be compared with the economic effort to purchase new housing (average selling price of new dwellings related to average household income per year). Based on the most recent data (i.e. from 2013), Barcelona City Council’s district report sheds a light on the issue (Ajuntament de Barcelona n.d.a). In Les Corts, the effort required in 2013 (7.2 years of the average household income in the district needed to buy a dwelling) was lower compared with the average value for Barcelona as a whole (9.9 years). In Ciutat Vella, the combination of a medium-low income level and an increase in new housing prices produced a higher economic effort (12.8 years) than the average value for Barcelona. In Sant Martí, the value was equivalent to 11.3 years of family income. Such values could mean that in Les Corts, families could still afford an increase in prices, while in the other two districts the effort is still too high.

**Tourism**
In all three case districts, there was a high or fairly high number of hotel beds in 2010 and the numbers continued to increase between 2010 and 2014. Considering the ambiguously positive and negative value of tourism for compact city qualities, the recommendation for the future is a stabilization or decrease, although this may not be easy to achieve considering Barcelona’s strong orientation towards tourism. However, in 2017, Barcelona City Council approved a plan to establish a cap on the amount of tourist accommodation in the city (LaGrave 2017).

**Conclusions**
The principal purpose of this paper has been to shed light on the indirect drivers and direct pressures that influence the development of a compact city at the local scale, focusing on Barcelona as case study and three districts in particular. First, our analysis has revealed a high level of complexity regarding both drivers and pressures, since they belong to a wide range of categories and result from the occurrence of diverse processes at multiple levels. Moreover, we have shown how drivers and pressures can both support and counteract urban compactness (in its wide meaning), and therefore any intervention has to be carefully tailored according to local conditions and evolution and/or trends.

Second, the importance assigned to the local scale, represented by the district level in this paper, facilitated our focused and in-depth analysis of local pressures. Such local character allowed for an understanding of nuances and avoided banalization and superficiality. For instance, the interviewees from the three districts highlighted certain aspects of compact cities, such as social diversity and equity, yet such qualities are normally downplayed in the literature in favour of physical or built-environment related qualities of compact cities, such as mobility.

Third, the choice of three different districts as case studies enabled us to underline their main strengths (e.g. social diversity in Ciutat Vella, a functioning

---

**Table 6. Second-hand housing purchase prices in the third trimester of 2016, with variation referred to maximum price**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Year of achieved maximum price</th>
<th>% variation in relation to maximum price</th>
<th>Annual variation for third trimester 2015–2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ciutat Vella</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>−12.8%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les Corts</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>−17.3%</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sant Martí</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>−21%</td>
<td>−0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barcelona as a whole</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>−22.5%</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
housing market in Les Corts, and balanced ethnic diversity in Sant Martí) and their main weaknesses (e.g. low incomes in Ciutat Vella, scarce pedestrian priority areas in Les Corts, and low citizen satisfaction in Sant Martí), which were derived from the indicators in extremely high (Q4) or low (Q1) positions (Table 5). The selected three case districts have also shown the importance of understanding the localized progression of such pressures over time (i.e. from recent history to the near future). An improved understanding of and strategizing in relation to locally relevant pressures (and counter-pressures) that impact on aspired compact city development patterns thus become key activities, that would enable the attention on taken-for-granted compact city qualities to be shifted to the driving forces that lead to such compactness. Such a concrete analysis of pressures at the local scale may thus provide decision-makers with a better orientation of local policies. In this sense, the approach taken in this article is strategically important for local stakeholders involved in urban planning, governance, and management.

Fourth, we have observed how the diversity of drivers and pressures, as well as the heterogeneous definition of a compact city, requires a multiplicity of stakeholders and actors to be involved in the planning, implementation, and management of a compact city. Such a vision promotes a broad interpretation of planning, which should not exclusively be in the hands of conventional planning practitioners (e.g. architects, engineers) but should also include a variety of urban stakeholders.

Fifth, and finally, from a scholarly point of view, it is mandatory to acknowledge the limits of our study, as its progression relied on the availability of district-scale proxy indicators. Since local-scale indicators are not exhaustive, they should be taken as a result of the selective pressures, further research is recommended, including a qualitative study of pressures to fill in the gaps left by quantitative analysis. Nevertheless, although it is not possible to generalize from the results, it is still helpful to compare them with similar situations or studies in other cities, as certain aspects are likely to transcend the local dimension. For example, certain features, such as the presence of tourism, are more present in Ciutat Vella as the historical core of the city. However, the tourism question has assumed citywide proportions and has become central in recent planning and policy decisions in Barcelona. A more proactive stance vis-à-vis this pressure would have been instrumental to avoid the current negative consequences of this type of ‘compactness’. Such lessons seem to be valuable also for cities in earlier stages of their itineraries towards a tourist-based economy.
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